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• Undergraduate (123), graduate (84), and 
doctoral (2) degrees and certificate programs

• 76,000 degrees conferred since 1995
• 88% working adults (Mage = 33)
• 78% veterans, active duty, National Guard, 

reserves, or military spouse
✓ +400 military-affiliated faculty/staff
✓ +2,000 globally located faculty

The Facts



• Non-traditional learners, especially military students, 
spouses and dependents, pose unique challenges

• Often cannot participate in traditional, synchronous, F2F 
classroom events and schedules1,2

√ responsibilities   √ schedules    √ geography    √ technology
√ accessibility √ logistics

• Increasingly reliant on online education3

• This requires a subset of online teaching best practices4,5



• Degree Requirements
Physical Geography General Bio I/II w/ Lab Calculus I/II
General Chem I/II w/ Lab Physics I/II w/ Lab Statistics
Scientific Writing Hist/Phil of Science Senior Seminar
Astronomy w/ Lab Trigonometry

• Biology Concentration Requirements
Biochem Genetics w/Lab Evolutionary Bio w/Lab
Cell Bio Research Methods General Ecology +4 electives

• Earth Science Concentration Requirements
Earth System History Weather & Climate GIS 
Research Methods Ocean & Atmospheric Dynamics 
Planetary Science w/ Lab Physical Geology w/ Lab +3 electives

Bachelor of Science
Natural Sciences
Concentrations: Biology, Earth Science



Designed to Meet NSTA 
Preservice Science Standards for 

General Science, Biology, and 
Earth/Space Science







• The lab experience likely plays the central role in science education, 
and is a critical part of science teacher preparation.6,7,8,9,10,11,12

• How can non-traditional, remote students feasibly receive a rigorous 
and authentic lab experience?

• How can they use physical manipulatives and equipment to generate 
their own data, analyze it, draw conclusions, and reflect critically on 
their work?

• How can they, in turn, meet science teacher certification standards 
for science content?

To the Point:
What About Labs?



• Support for non-traditional student learning (and 
retention) should include multiple learning 
modalities3

• Online classroom not typically “hands-on”
• “Hands-on” is a hallmark of science education!

What Does Research
and Best Practice 
Suggest?



• Should labs be part of all science classes?
• What is the purpose of laboratory experiments in 

undergraduate science education? In science teacher 
preparation? What are the broader learning objectives?

• Do our assessments actually assess the purpose and 
objectives?

• Can these objectives and assessments be delivered at a 
distance to remotely located students? If so, how?

Let’s Take a Step Back



• Campus-based labs
• Virtual labs
• Remote labs
• “Kitchen” labs
• Lab kits

Distance Lab Options



• Current research suggests it is possible to meet 
laboratory learning objectives using virtual or remote 
laboratory methods13

• Blending virtual labs with a traditional hands-on 
option caters more to the multi-modal needs of non-
traditional learners

• For the future science teacher, higher fidelity to K-12 
classroom materials.

Why a Kit?



• custom kit
✓green chemicals
✓glassware/plasticware
✓ instrumentation
✓virtual supplements
✓PPE
✓Hardware

• ships worldwide

CHEM 134: General Chemistry II with Lab



• used in F2F courses
• data collection
• data analysis
• exportable charts, tables, 

graphs (wireless)
• portable & self-contained

Vernier



• graphing & general data analysis
• lab safety and intro to instrumentation
• molar mass and freezing point depression
• molar mass and vapor density
• reaction rates
• molar volume of gases
• equilibrium constants
• preparation of buffer solutions
• standardization of a solution
• acid-base titrations
• titration indicators

Same Labs as I Taught on Campus

• REDOX reactions
• electrochemical series
• electrochemical cells



Students Follow a Guided Procedure
…to generate their own data in response to the task 
presented



The Results



• preserve academic integrity
• maintain record of student identity

✓ pictures
➢ face
➢ hand-written label with 

name, student ID, date, lab 
title, description

✓ videos
➢ pan space
➢ visible from start to end
➢ No editing/splicing

Pictures and Videos



• practical skills
• setups
• measurements/data
• verify products
• verify noted observations
• answer post-lab questions

Media at Benchmarks



• data charts, tables, graphs
• pictures/video/audio
✓ benchmarks
✓ pronunciation

• calculations
• text response
• performance reflection
✓ identify sources error
✓ how to address errors in future

Lab Assessments



2012 NSTA Preservice Science Standards

• Current 2012 NSTA Preservice Science Standards 
language does not preclude the use of non-
traditional lab environments that use physical 
manipulatives to meet standards related to content 
knowledge (Standard 1) and professional 
knowledge and skills (Standard 6).14

• Non-traditional labs do not contradict the 
knowledge base used to support the standards.15



bit.do/BSNS



✓ SCIN 400 Research Methods in Natural Sciences
✓ SCIN 499 Senior Seminar in Natural Sciences
✓ Brown Bag Seminars, Guest Lecturers/Presenters
✓ Research with Faculty



• Asynchronous online education 
and non-traditional laboratory 
learning spaces can be used to 
meet science teacher certification 
standards for science content for 
non-traditional students.

Conclusion
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